Abstract. Let X be completely regular and Hausdorff. The family !%(X) of all those spaces which are remainders of X in compactifications has attracted a considerable amount of interest. In this paper we determine, in a certain sense, the family 3t(X) for a fairly large number of spaces X.
countable discrete space. Very similar techniques yield the fact that card ßR + = card ßN. Since card ßN=2c (see [4, p. 131] ) where c denotes the cardinality of the continuum, we obtain from the previous theorem the following Corollary. Suppose X is noncompact, locally compact, locally connected and metric and &l(X) contains no countable spaces. Then card Fá2c for each remainder KofiX.
The conclusion of the corollary and hence that also of the theorem need not hold if one does not require that 3t(X) contain no countable spaces. To see this, let K be any compact space with card K>2° and let X be any discrete space with card X card K. Then there exists a (necessarily continuous) function / from X onto K such that/"J(y) is noncompact (in this case, infinite) for each y e K. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 2 of [10] that F is a remainder of X. This establishes the fact that one needs to require that &(X) contain no countable spaces since X is noncompact, locally compact, locally connected and metric.
Perhaps it would be well at this point to mention how one can determine whether or not 3t(X) contains a countable space, that is, if X has a countable compactification. The paper [8] is devoted to this problem and gives several characterizations of locally compact spaces which have countable compactifications (e.g., Theorem (2.1), p. 616, and Corollary (2.4), p. 620). Furthermore, Corollary (2.2) of [8, p. 619] states that if X is locally compact and there exists a positive integer N such that every compact subset of X is contained in a compact subset whose complement consists of at most N components, then 0t(X) contains no countable spaces.
It is appropriate now to express our appreciation to the referee for his helpful comments. In particular, we are indebted to him for Lemma 2 of this paper which extends Theorem 8.6 of [3, p. 247].
2. Proof of the theorem. Throughout this section, the symbol X will be reserved to denote the space of the theorem. That is, X is noncompact, locally compact, locally connected and metric and 3%(X) contains no countable spaces. It seems to be convenient to accomplish the proof through a sequence of lemmas. We begin with Lemma 1. The space X is second countable.
Proof. Since X is metric, it is sufficient to show that it is Lindelöf [ [7, p. 1078 ] that there exists a positive integer N such that X has an A-point compactification but no Af-point compactification for M>N. We let aX denote the A-point compactification of X and we denote the /V-points of aX-X by {ooJfL,.
It is proven in [3, Theorem 8.6, p. 247 ] that the one-point compactification of a locally compact metric space is metrizable if and only if the space is second countable. We need the analogous result for A-point compactifications and this can be proved in much the same way. However, this is also an immediate consequence of the following lemma which is due to the referee. As far as we know, this result has not appeared before so it seems appropriate to include it here.
Lemma 2. Let X be locally compact and let yX be any compactification of X with metrizable remainder. Then yX is metrizable if and only if X is second countable.
Proof. We first prove sufficiency. Since X is locally compact, yX-X is compact and therefore second countable. Consequently, there exists a homeomorphism h from yX-X into the Hubert cube C. Since C is an absolute retract, h can be continuously extended to a function h* which maps yX into C. Now define a function k mapping yX into the one-point compactification X = X u {oo} of X by k(x) = x for x e X, k(x) = oo for x e yX-X.
Then k is continuous and it follows that the function t mapping yX into Cx X which is defined by t(x) = (h*(x),k(x)) for xeyX is continuous. In fact, one readily shows that t is injective and, since yXis compact, it follows that t is an embedding. Since X is second countable, Theorem 8.6 of [3, p. 247] assures us that Xis metrizable. Thus Cx Xis metrizable and it follows that yX is also.
As for the necessity portion of the proof, if yX is metrizable it must be second countable in view of the fact that it is compact. Consequently, X is second countable.
From Lemmas 1 and 2, we immediately obtain Lemma 3. aX is a metric space. [October of X. Now let {F;}f=1 be any family of mutually disjoint open subsets of X such that oo, 6 V, for each j and V^G. Let K= aX-(J {V,)ï= y and let V'¡ = F,-{oo,}.
Each K u Vj is the complement of IJ {Kt}t#J in aA' and is therefore compact. Since ooy is a limit point of V" it follows that K u PJ is not compact for each/ Now let {Ifa : a e A) denote the components of V{. Since V[ is locally connected, each Wa is open in X. We assert that (4.1 ) K u >Pao is not compact for some a0 e A. The proof is by contradiction so accordingly, we suppose that K U Wa is compact for each a e A. Now choose any point p e K and for each positive integer n, let Bn = {xe X : d(x,p) ^ «}.
Since the metric d is such that closed bounded subsets of X are compact, each Bn is compact. Now Fu K/ is the complement in X of \J {Py}^j and is therefore closed in X. Consequently, since K u P7 is not compact, it cannot be contained in any compact subset of X. Since each K u Wais assumed to be compact, it follows that Wa<£By for infinitely many a. Choose two of these sets and denote them by Ay and Cy respectively. Since both K u Ay and K U Cy are compact, both Ay and Cy are bounded and hence lie entirely within F"2 for suitable n2> 1. Just as before, we find two components A2 and C2 of F/ both of which have points that lie outside It now follows that F* = Fu (V[-Wao) must be compact. If not, {Fi'}J#i u {Wao, V[-¡Vao} is a mutually disjoint family of N+l open subsets of X such that the union of K with any of these sets is not compact. As before, this would result in the contradiction that A'has an N+ 1-point compactification. Furthermore, since oo, is a limit point of V[ and K* is compact, it follows that oo¡ must be a limit point of W"0. Thus, Wao u {oo¡}, which we will denote by 77, is connected. Now we note that (aX-K*) n K( is a neighborhood of oo¡ which is contained in G. This proves the lemma since H=(aX-K*) n K¡ and 77-{oo¡}= Waa is connected.
Since X is locally connected by hypothesis, we appeal to Lemma 4 and immediately get Lemma 5. aX is locally connected. Now let 77j be any connected open subset of aX which contains oo, but none of the other oo;. By the theorem of Mazurkiewicz, Moore and Menger [6, Theorem 1, p. 254], aX is locally arcwise connected since it is both complete and locally connected. Since 77, is an open subset of aX, it too must be locally arcwise connected. Now choose any compact subset WY <= 77, such that oo, belongs to the interior of Wx. It follows from Theorem 5 of [6, p. 253 ] that there exists a Peano continuum F, such that Wx^Kx^Hx-Thus, we have proved the existence of a Peano continuum Kx such that oo, belongs to int F, (the interior of Kx) and oo; £ Ft fory'# 1. We see that by continuing in much the same way, we can produce N mutually disjoint Peano continua {F¡}f=1 such that co¡ e int F¡ for each i. We let Al = Ki -{oo¡} and we prove Lemma 6. A¡ is connected.
Proof. Suppose A¡ is not connected. Then A¡ is the union of two nonempty disjoint closed subsets B and C of A¡. Since A¡ u {oo¡} = Fj is connected, oo¡ is a limit point of both B and C. Otherwise, one of the sets, say B, would be closed in F¡. But this would result in the contradiction that F¡ is not connected since B is also open in K¡. Since oOj e int F¡, there exists, according to Lemma 3, a connected open subset 77 of aJVsuch that co¿ e 77<=F¡ and 77-{oo¡} is connected. Since oo¡ is a limit point of both B and C, it follows that 77nF#0^77nC.
But this implies that 77-{oo¿} is not connected, which is a contradiction. Thus, At must be connected.
Lemma 7. At has no two-point compactification.
Proof. Let V be any compact subset of Ai and let {Wa : a e A} denote the components of A¡-V. We assert that (7.1) Ku W"0 is not compact for some a0 e A. We prove statement (7.1) by contradiction. Assume each V kj Wa<3 is compact and, just as in the verification of statement (4.1) in the proof of Lemma 4, we construct two open sets Ex and F2 such that F, u E2 = Al-V and neither of the sets Vu Ex nor KuF2 is compact. Now int Kt-V is an open subset of aX containing oo¡ so there exists, by Lemma 4, a connected open neighborhood 77 of oo¡ such that 77eint Kt-V and H-{oo¡} is also connected. Since V is compact but neither V u Ex nor V u F2 is compact, it follows that oo¡ is a limit point of both Ei and E2. Then 77nF1^0^77nF2 which implies that 77-{oo¡} = (77 n Ex) u (77 n F2) is not connected. This is a contradiction so we conclude that (7.1) is valid. Now let W* = \J {Wa : a^a0} and let V*=Vu W*. We assert that (7.2) V* is compact.
An argument identical to that used above applies. If V* is not compact, then oOj is a limit point of both Wag and W* which are both open sets since A{-V is locally connected. From this it follows that 77 n rVao=í 0 ^77n V* which again results in the contradiction that 77-{oOj} = (77 n Wd0) u (H n V*) is not connected. Thus V* is compact and At-V* = WaQ is connected. We have shown that every compact subset of A¡ is contained in a compact subset whose complement is connected. We can now appeal to Theorem (2.6) of [7, p. 1079] and conclude that Ai has no two-point compactification.
In view of Lemmas 6 and 7 and the fact that At is a nonempty open subset of a Peano continuum, we may conclude that A¡ is noncompact, locally compact, connected, locally connected, metric and has no two-point compactification. But this is precisely the definition of a ringed space as given in [2, Definition (2.1)]. Therefore we have Lemma 8. Each A¡ is a ringed space.
Before proceeding to the next lemma, it will be convenient to introduce some notation. The symbol \/ {Y^y will be used to denote the free union of the topological spaces Yy, Y2,..., YN.
Lemma 9. ßX-X=\/{ßAt-A,}?=1.
Proof. By a well-known property of ßX, there exists a continuous function / mapping ßX onto a X such that/(x) = x for each x e X. Since/maps ßX-X onto aX-X it follows that ßx-x=y{fz%cod}?-i.
The proof will be complete when we show thatf'1(col)=ßAi -Ai, and for this, it is sufficient to show that f~1(Ki)=ßAi. First we show that At is dense in/_1(F¡) and this is where we need the fact that oo¡ belongs to the interior (with respect to aX) of F. Choose any p ef~1(Ki) -Ai=f~1(coi) and let V be any open subset of ßX which contains p. Then /_1(int F¡) n V is a nonempty open subset of ßX and therefore must contain a point x of X. Since f(x) = x, it follows that x e int F¡ n V n X^A¡r\ V. Hence, At is dense in/_1 (F) and since/_1(F¡) is compact, we conclude that it is a compactification of A¡. To show that it is actually ßA(, it is sufficient to show that any bounded continuous real-valued function g on At can be continuously extended over/_1(F¡) and this is easily accomplished. Since At is a closed subset of X, one first extends g to a continuous bounded function on X, then one extends this continuously over ßX and, finally, one takes the restriction of the latter function to/_1(Fj). This results in the desired extension of g and the lemma is proved. Now we are in a position to complete the proof of the theorem. Suppose W belongs to 3&(X), that is, Wisa remainder of X. Then ßX-X maps continuously onto W and hence, by Lemma 7, the space IP is a continuous image of V {ßAt -Ai}?=1. Now Theorem (2.11) of [2] states that the remainders of all ringed spaces are identical and by Lemma 8 each A¡ is a ringed space. We recall once again that a space is defined to be a ringed space if it is noncompact, locally compact, connected, locally connected, metric and has no two-point compactification. Since F+ is a ringed space, it follows in particular that ¿H(R + ) = M(Ai) for each Ax. Thus ßAi -Aie^ (R+) and is therefore the continuous image of ßR+-R + . Consequently, W is the continuous image of the free union of N copies of ßR + -F +.
